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Look for the Spalding “Tennis Twins”
Wherever Top Tennis Is Played

There are good reasons why Spalding’s tennis twins are used in more
major tennis tournaments than all other tennis balls combined.

Top players want a tennis ball that can take rough treatment . . .
and give uniform performance set after set. They pick the Spalding and
the Spalding-made Wright & Ditson over all others for uniform
wear and better bounce qualities.

Put the best ball in play for your best game. The pick of top tennis
men . . . Spalding’s famous tennis twins.

Your dealer has them now.

nylon window-mesh stretch socks

Camp achieves the ultimate in holdy comfort—Window-Mesh Stretch Socks with hundreds of tiny “windows” to
ab-sold your feet. Slip into a pair; you’ll be walking on air! Feel the buoyant mesh construction that helps
your feet to “breathe” and relax, 100% Stretch Nylon expands to fit all sizes 10 to 14 without a wrinkle any-
where. Distinctive fancy-rib pattern in the season’s newest colors.

PIT SETS THE PACE IN SPORTS

Chesterfield

Cigarettes

CHINESE-AMERICAN FOOD

You’ll SMILE your approval of Chesterfield’s smoothness —
mildness—refreshing taste.

You’ll SMILE your approval of Chesterfield’s quality—
highest quality, lowest nicotine.

The Pick of Top Tennis Men

PETE SEBGER

COMBINATION SUNDAY, APRIL 28

1:30 P.M. to close

New Lecture Hall, Harvard

Orders to take out

joy fong

CHESTERFIELD

today!

Largest selling cigarette in America’s colleges

JOY FONG

CHESTERFIELD

today!

Leader of the Student Union Committee, John Watson, played a colorful piano with an
elegant rhythm section. John Williams played a smooth and controlled
harmony of the front line was an
outstanding characteristic of the group.

The Getz Sextet (Continued from Page 1)
the outstanding jazz combos in the
business. The sound was fresh and
clear, the ideas were clever and unique,
and the execution was flawless.

All in all, the Stan Getz Sextet
achieves the ultimate in holdy comfort—Window-Mesh Stretch Socks with hundreds of tiny “windows”
to ab-sold your feet. Slip into a pair; you’ll be walking on air! Feel the buoyant mesh construction that helps
your feet to “breathe” and relax, 100% Stretch Nylon expands to fit all sizes 10 to 14 without a wrinkle any-
where. Distinctive fancy-rib pattern in the season’s newest colors.
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